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This paper is concerned with a weakly coupled system of quasilinear autonomous 
strongly parabolic equations on a compact two-dimensional manifold without 
boundary; the system arises from an energy balance climate model. We establish 
L”, Hoelder, and Sobolev estimates, and apply general results on quasilinear 
evolution equations in order to guarantee the existence of classical nonnegative 
solutions. More precisely, it is shown that the system generates a global solution 
semiflow in the positive cone of some fractional order Sobolev space. Employing 
elements of the theory of infinite-dimensional dissipative systems, we prove the 
existence of a connected global attractor. Finally, we present some results about 
stationary solutions and forced periodic oscillations. The present paper extends 
earlier work of the authors on a semilinear problem. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
This paper is devoted to the study of a weakly coupled system of 
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t”j = uj(t, x), r E lLR + 9 XE M, Jo { 1,2, 3}), where div, grad, and Igrad\ are 
understood with respect to the Riemannian metric of M. For j E { 1, 2, 3 >, 
the coefficients cj and kj are positive functions on M x Iw and M x R x R + , 
respectively; the reaction terms f, live on M x R3 x R + . 
The system (0.1) arises from an energy balance climate model due to 
V. Jentsch [lo, 111. In view of this background (cf. Section l), we are 
interested in nonnegative global solutions and their asymptotic behavior as 
t-as. 
It will be shown that, under appropriate assumptions, (0.1) generates a 
global solution semiflow in the positive cone of some fractional order 
Sobolev space, and that this semiflow exhibits a global attractor. 
Similar results have been obtained in [9] for a semilinear version of 
(0.1). The generalization we are going to undertake in the present paper is 
well motivated in terms of climate modeling (cf. the corresponding remarks 
in Section 1). As compared with the earlier version, we are confronted with 
a number of substantial new difficulties arising from the quasilinear nature 
of (0.1). While these will be addressed in detail, the reader will be referred 
to [9] for some arguments parallel to the semilinear case. 
Local existence can be settled in the framework of Amann’s general 
approach to quasilinear evolution equations [2]. As to global existence 
and asymptotic behavior, a key feature of (0.1) is the presence of a family 
of invariant regions, or more precisely: a one-parameter family of nested 
order intervals in 58:) the faces of which move inward under the (local) 
solution semiflow. This implies that nonnegative initial data yield non- 
negative L”-bounded solutions. The proof is essentially the same as for the 
semilinear model [9] and will not be given here. 
But unlike the semilinear case, La-bounds will not immediately 
guarantee global existence, compactness of orbit closures, and asymptotic 
smoothness of the solution semiflow. Instead, an adaptation of classical 
techniques from [ 121 allows the derivation of Hoelder estimates for 
bounded solutions and their gradients. Only after this detour, we are able 
to apply well-known estimates on linear evolution systems [ 141 to infer the 
desired compactness results. 
Only recently, Amann [3] has employed similar methods in a very 
general setting to prove global existence for second order quasilinear 
parabolic systems on the basis of L”-estimates. His results, however, are 
not directly applicable in the present situation, owing to the gradient 
dependence of the diffusion coefficients k,. 
Finally, we establish the existence of a global attractor by means of the 
general theory of infinite-dimensional dissipative systems [S, 6, 15-J. 
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1. HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS 
In terms of the underlying climate model [lo, 111, the manifold M in 
(0.1) represents the earth’s surface. For our purposes, the following 
hypothesis is adequate: 
M is a two-dimensional connected compact oriented 
Riemannian manifold without boundary. V-4,) 
The unknowns ur, u2, and 24) stand for long-term means of atmospheric 
temperature, surface temperature, and atmospheric humidity, respectively. 
Expressed in appropriate units, these are nonnegative quantities. 
Correspondingly, the coefficients and reaction terms in (0.1) are physically 
meaningful for nonnegative values of ui, u2, and u3, only. Outside this 
range, we think of them as being defined arbitrarily but subject to condi- 
tions which ensure that nonnegative initial data yield nonnegative 
solutions. 
As for the inertia and diffusion coefficients cj and kj, we assume the 
following: 
Forjc{1,2,3}, ci~C2(Mx[W) and kjeC3(MxRx[W+) 
are strictly positive. Furthermore, there are functions 
_k, REC([W+) such that 
o~k(IYO~kj(x9 Y, r)G4IyO, 
0 G r(d,Q(x, Y, r) G &Iv1 1, 
l(~,kj)(4 Y, r)l ~~(IYI)~ 
IkradQ(x, Y, r)l G(l +r1’2)hl~l) 
for all x~M, YELL!, rER+, andjE{1,2,3}. W,) 
Some comments on this seemingly restrictive hypothesis are in order. 
In concrete setups (cf. [l 1 I), the diffusion coefficients kj are typically of 
the form 
kj(x, Y, r)=kjo(x, ~)+kjl(r) (xEA4, ye R, rE W,) 
with kj, strictly positive and kj, nonnegative and nondecreasing. But then, 
due to the compactness of 44, all the growth conditions in (H,) are clearly 
satisfied provided that kj, and the function r + rkj,(r) are bounded. 
In terms of the climate model, r replaces squares of absolute values of 
temperature and humidity gradients, the climatic range of which is surely 
bounded. Therefore, not much would be lost by assuming kj, to be even 
constant outside a bounded interval! 
Allowing the inertia coefficients cj to depend on uj, and the diffusion 
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coefficients k, to depend on uj and grad ui (or at least (grad U, ) ), is not just 
a matter of striving for mathematical generality-it is a way of incorpo- 
rating important climatic mechanisms which have not been taken into 
account in earlier versions of the model [S, 9 3. 
Notice, for example, that the heat capacity c2 of the surface layer is 
clearly not only a function of XEM (c,(land) #c,(ocean)!) but also a 
function of the surface temperature u2 (c,(water) # c,(ice)!). 
As for the coefficients k,, the climatic background is far more com- 
plicated: The diffusion operators in (0.1) are supposed to simulate 
horizontal energy transport in the planet’s climate system, including 
thermal diffusion as well as turbulent eddy flows driven by temperature (or 
humidity) gradients, and even systematic flows due to advection. Thus, the 
role of k, is that of an “effective diffusivity” depending in a natural way on 
u, and 1 grad ui (. 
For the reaction terms f, in (O.l), we will rely on the same set of 
hypotheses as in [9]; they are listed below for the sake of completeness. All 
the information about fi which will be needed in the proof of our main 
theorem is gathered in a lemma following the list of hypotheses. For its 
proof (as well as for a discussion of the climatological background of 
Hypotheses (HZ)-(H,)), we refer to [9]. 
To be explicit, the functionsf;, representing net energy fluxes, are defined 
as 
.f,(-x, ?‘I, v , 2, .v39 r) = R,(x, YI, y,, y3) + H(x, y,, 1’2) 
+P(X,Y1,Y3,r)+g,(x,y~,y~)y~-e,y~ (y,13, (1.1) 
.fik 4’13 Y2, Y3YY)=R2(4 Y,, 4’2, J’3)-W% YI, )‘2) 
-&,.1?2, .Y3)+g2(4 y2, .v3) +e2y2 ly2i3, (1.2) 
f3(X? YI, Y2> Y,, r)=E(x, y2, y3)-P(x, y1, y3, r)+D(y3) (1.3) 
for XEM, (Y,, y2, y3)~R3, and rER+, with sources and sinks subject to 
the following conditions: 
R,, Rze C’(Mx R3) are nonnegative and bounded. (Hz) 
e,, e, are positive constants, and g,, g, E C’(Mx R2) are 
bounded nonnegative functions such that sup g, < e,, 
SUP g2<el. WR) 
HE C2(M x R2) is bounded and satisfies 
H(x, Y,, Y~)(Y~-Y,DO ify,, y2XA 
H(x, yl, y,)aO (GO) if y, <O (y2<O). (Hz,) 
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EE C’(Mx [w*) is nonnegative and bounded such that 
E(x, y,, y3) = 0 whenever y2 < 0. 
PEC’(MX [w*x Iw,) is nonnegative with P(x, y,, ys, r) 
=Oify,~0,andsup,~,P(x,O,y,,O)>Oify,>0. 
There are functions P, P E C( Iw + ), with P(t) --) co as r --) cc 
and P nondecreasing, such that P(yJ < P(x, y, , y,, r) < 
P(y,) if y, > 0. 
DE C*(R) satisfies D(r) >O for r <O and D(z) =0 for 
z 2 0. 
W,) 
W&J 
W,) 
Wd 
Remember that all assumptions concerning negative values of yl, y,, y, 
are introduced for mathematical convenience and lack any physical 
meaning. This applies in particular to the “dummy function” D of 
Hypothesis (H,) which does not occur in the “real” problem. 
LEMMA. Under Hypotheses (H,) and ( Hz)-( H,), the functions fi defined 
in (l.l)-( 1.3) enjoy the following properties: 
(a) For each j~(l,2,3), fjEC2(MxR3xR+), and there is a 
function fj E C( R + ) such that 
Ifib, Y,, y2, y3, r)l GJlvl) 
for allxEM, y=(y,, y,, y3)eR3, andrER+. 
(b) For each jE { 1,2,3}, x~M, (Y~,Y~,Y~)ER~, andrcR+,yj<O 
impliesfik yl, Y,, y3, r)>O. 
(c) There are constants c, 6 E (0, co) and a function a: (0, co) --) 
(0, co), continuous, nondecreasing, and unbounded, such that for all x E M, 
qECc,m), (~~,~~,~~)~CO,~(q)lxCO,~~(q)lxCO,ql,~ndr~~+, 
After these preparations, we are in a position to present our main 
theorem (for the terminology, cf. [6]). 
THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses (H,)-(H,), choose p E (2, co), and 
BE (l/p+ l/2, 1). 
Let X denote the cone of nonnegative functions in the fractional order 
Sobolev space W2e,p(M, R3). 
Then, the system (0.1) determines a completely continuous solution semi- 
frow @ in X with a connected global attractor K. 
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The attractor K is the o-limit set of the positivel-v invariant order interval 
B(c) := (0 E x ) v(M) c [lo, a(c)] x [O, &x(c)] x [O, c] >, 
where M, 6, and c are chosen according to Part (c) qf the Lemma; K attracts 
Lx-bounded subsets of X. 
Note that the space W2”,p(M, R3) is compactly embedded into 
C ‘.;(A4, R’) for [ E (0, 28 - 2/p - 1). For positive time, the trajectories of @ 
live even in C2(M, R3); they are classical nonnegative solutions of (0.1). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(a) Sobolev Spaces. Let p E (2, co ), 8 E (l/p + l/2, 1). Furthermore, 
choose 9 E (l/p + l/2,0) and [ E (0,29 - 2/p - 1). 
For C(E [0, 11, let X” denote the Sobolev space W21,p(M, R3) with norm 
I/.l(I. Thus, X0= LP(M, R3), X1 = W2’P(M, R3), and X” = (X0, Xl),,, (real 
interpolation) for c( E (l/2, 1). Moreover, we have the compact embeddings 
X1+XO+X~-+XO (2.1) 
and 
xq -+ c ‘q&f, R3). (2.2 1 
We are going to reformulate (0.1) as a quasilinear autonomous equation 
of evolution 
ti+(Aou)u=F~u (2.3 1 
with A: Xq -+ 9(X’, X0) and Z? Xq -+ X5 subject to the conditions 
(Qr)-(Qs) in [2, Sect. 61. With the above choice of spaces, (Q,) and (Q2) 
are clearly satisfied. 
(b) Differential Operators. Let ((p,,) denote a finite Cm-atlas for M, the 
range of each (positively oriented) chart (py being the unit disk D, say. 
Choose a Cm-partition of unity (/I,,) subordinate to (cp,.). 
For every differentiable function v: M + R, put v,, := v 0 cp,: ‘, Dv,, := 
(a,~,., a,~,,). Then, forjE (1, 2, 3) and VEC’(M), 
1 
- div(k,( ., v, (grad vi’) grad U) 
cjc.5 0) 
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with certain coefficients a$, U&E C’(D x [w x W’), given in terms of cj, kj, 
cpV, and the Riemannian metric of M. 
For Jo { 1,2,3) and w  E C’(M), define a linear differential operator 
A,(w) by 
A,(w)u := -1 p, 1 a;:( .) w,, Dw,) aA aflu, 
Y i.P 
+ C$,( ., W", Dw,) a,u, O (PY 
P 1 
for v E C’(M), say. 
Due to the positivity of cj, kj, and the monotonicity of k, with respect to 
its last variable, Ai is strongly elliptic and induces a sectorial operator 
in LP(M), again denoted by Ai( with domain W2sp(M) and graph norm 
equivalent to the W2’p-norm. 
Note that this follows from interior elliptic estimates. An inspection of 
these estimates reveals that the operators Ai are in fact uniformly 
sectorial with graph norms uniformly equivalent to the W2’p-norm, as long 
as w  varies in a bounded subset of C ‘v”(M) for some c E (0, 1). 
Define A: C’(M, rW3) + 9(X’, X0) by 
4wb := (A,(w,) 013 AZ(W2) 027 A3(W3) 5) 
for v=(u,, u2, v3)eX’ and w=(wl, w2, w3)eC1(M, Iw3). 
It is easily seen that A is Lipschitz on Cl-bounded sets, and in view of 
the above remarks, the operators A(w) (considered as linear operators in 
X0 with domain X’) are uniformly sectorial with graph norms uniformly 
equivalent to /[.I) i for w  bounded in some Hoelder space C1yb(M, rW3) with 
0 E (0, 1). 
In particular, A satisfies (Q3) and (Q4) of [2, Sect. 61, due to the 
embedding (2.2). 
(c) Substitution Operator. Define F C’(M, rW3) + C(M, Iw3) by 
F(u) := (Fl(V), J-2(v), F3;3(u)), 
., vl, v2, v3, /grad u112) 
for v = (vi, v2, v3) E C’(M, Iw3), Jo (1, 2, 3). Clearly, F is Lipschitz on 
Cl-bounded sets, and by virtue of Part (a) of the Lemma in Section 1, 
F is L--bounded on L”-bounded sets in C ‘(M, R3). 
Using local charts, we infer from [l, Proposition 15.61 that F restricts 
to a locally Lipschitz continuous map from XV into Xr. Thus, (Qs) of 
[2, Sect. 61 is satisfied. 
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(d) Local Semiji’ow. By Amann’s general results [Z], in particular 
Theorem 8.2 of [2], (2.3) determines a local solution semiflow @’ in the 
phase space X0. Reasoning as in Section 10 of [2], it can be verified 
that the trajectories of @’ are classical solutions of the original reaction- 
diffusion system (0.1). 
(e) Invariant Regions. Choose constants c, 6, and a function c( as 
in Part (c) of the Lemma in Section 1, and let q E [c, m ). Suppose, 
U= (u,, u2, ux) is a classical solution of (0.1) defined on [0, tx) x M for 
some r x E (0, x, 1, and satisfying 
40, x) E lx 4411 x m Wq)l x LO> 41 
for all x E M. Then, by virtue of Parts (b) and (c) of the Lemma, 
for all te (0, t,) and XE M. (For the proof, see [9]; note that the 
quasilinear nature of (0.1) does not affect the argument.) 
This implies in particular that the local solution semiflow di’ of (2.3) 
restricts to a local semiflow Q, := @“, in the cone X:=X: := 
W20,p(M, IfX:), and that the orbits of Q, are Lx-bounded, uniformly for 
initial values in Lx-bounded subsets of X. 
(f) Hoelder Estimates and Global Existence. Let u= (u,, u2, Us) be a 
bounded classical solution of (0.1) on [0, t 5 ) x M for some t, E (0, cc 1. 
Let cp denote a positively oriented Cm-chart for M with range D. Then the 
functions ui.u, : [0, t, ) x D + [w, defined by 
uj,rp(r* 5) :=“,(t, Cp ‘(5))3 
are bounded classical solutions of an uncoupled system of nonautonomous 
quasilinear parabolic equations in divergence form, 
with coefficients a/‘, E C2(D x [w x [w’), u,,~ E C ‘(III x [w x rW2), and bj,,, E 
C( [0, tm) x D) n L”( [0, t,) x D); the boundedness of bj,‘p follows from the 
boundedness of u and Part (a) of the Lemma in Section 1. 
Due to the growth restrictions on the diffusion coefficients k, in 
Hypothesis (H ,), these equations fall into the scope of [ 12, Chap. V, 
Sects. 1 and 31. Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 ibidem provide interior estimates on 
the Hoelder norms of solutions and their spatial derivatives on compact 
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subintervals [0, T] of [0, t,), with bounds independent of T. Piecing these 
local estimates together, we find that uj and Jgrad uj12 (Jo { 1,2, 3)) are 
uniformly Hoelder continuous with respect to both time and spatial 
variables. 
More precisely: Given t,, E (0, t,), there is an E E (0, 1) such that u is 
bounded as a mapping from [to, t, ) into C’s&(M, R3) and uniformly 
Hoelder continuous with exponent s/2 as a mapping from [to, tm) into 
C’(M, R3). The same statement holds for to = 0 provided that ~(0, .) is in 
C’*“(M, R’) for some 0 E (0, 1); this is the case for all trajectories of the 
local semiflow @. 
With these estimates at hand, it is not difficult to realize that @ is 
indeed a global semiflow: Note that any trajectory u living on a bounded 
time interval [0, t,) would admit a unique extension UE CE’2([0, t,], 
C’(M, R3)). But global existence could also be inferred from the 
compactness results in (g). 
(g) Compactness of Orbit Closures. Let u be an arbitrary trajectory of 
0. In view of the findings in (b) and (f), it is readily checked that, with a 
sufficiently large constant WE (0, co), the family (A(u(t)) + oZdxo),yO of 
operators in X0 satisfies Assumptions (A1)-(A4) of [14] and allows the 
application of Theorem 1 of [14]. This theorem provides estimates on the 
linear evolution system (E,,(t, s)),>~~~ associated with (A(u(t)) + 
wZdxo),,o. 
In particular, it turns out that, for arbitrary t, s E R + with t > s, E,,( t, S) 
is a bounded linear operator from X0 into itself and from X0 into X* for 
every CY E (0, 1) with norms 
and 
(2.4) 
where C and C, are constants independent of (t, s). 
By means of (2.5) and the integral representation of u in terms of 
b%lJ(t~ S))*>s20, it is an easy exercise to prove the boundedness of 
u( [to, co)) in X” for arbitrary to E (0, cc ) and c1 E (0, 1). Therefore, u( R + ) is 
relatively compact in X0. (By further exploitation of the estimates in [14], 
it can be verified that u( [ to, cc )) has compact closure even in C*(M, R3) 
for every to E (0, co).) 
(h) Smoothness of @. In view of our previous results, @ is a global 
semiflow with relatively compact orbits. Actually, much more can be 
proved. 
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Let B denote a fixed LX-bounded subset of X. In the following, u is an 
arbitrary trajectory of @ with initial value u(0) E B. 
According to (e), the norm of u in L”([w+ x M, [w3) can be estimated 
independent ofu. Taking this into account, a careful reconsideration of the 
Hoelder estimates in (f) reveals that, given t, E (0, GO), there is an EE (0, l), 
independent ofu, such that the norms of u in L”([t,, co), C’,‘(M, rW3)) and 
in UCB”“( [to, co), C ‘(M, [w3)) have bounds independent of U. This in turn 
yields the existence of a constant w E (0, co ), independent of U, such that, for 
LXE(~, 1) and t,sE [to, a) with t>s, the estimates (2.4) and (2.5) hold 
with constants C and C, independent of u. 
Therefore, @([to, co) x B) is relatively compact in X” for every 
t, E (0, a 1. 
Now assume that the set B is bounded in X, i.e., with respect to I/ II f). 
Then, due to (2.2), B is bounded in C’,i(M, [w3), and the above observa- 
tions concerning Hoelder and Sobolev estimates remain valid even for 
t,, = 0. In particular, (2.4) holds for all t, s E Iw + , t > s, with a constant C 
independent of u, and we conclude that, given t,,E (0, cc), u( [0, to]) 
is contained in a bounded subset of X0, independent of U. That is, 
@( [0, t,] x B) is bounded in X0. 
Due to these observations, @ is completely continuous in the sense of 
Hale [6, p. 361. 
(i) Absorbing Sets. For the rest of the proof, we can argue essentially 
as in [9], except that the comparison result of Remark 3.5 of [9] is not 
available. 
With the same choice of c, 6, and c1 as in (e), define 
B(q) := {UE X I u(M) c CO, dq)l x CO, Wq)l x CO, 41) 
and 
B(q- ) := (0 E A’ I u(M) = CO, a(s)) x CO, 64q)) x CO, 4)) 
for q E (0, xz ). We claim that B(c) is a point-absorbing set for @p; i.e., for 
every trajectory u of @, there is a TE [w + such that u( [ T, co)) c B(c). 
Clearly, it suffices to show that the o-limit set W of u is contained in 
B(c- ). 
To this end, note that WC B(q) for sufficiently large q E (0, co), and put 
q0 :=inf{q~ [c, 00) 1 WC B(q)}. Then WC B(q,). Due to (e) and the 
(total) invariance of W, we have even WC B(q,- ). Hence, there is some 
q, E (0, qO) such that WC B(q,). By the definition of qO, this means q, cc, 
and therefore W c B( c - ). 
(j) Global Attractor. As B(c) is point-absorbing and LX-bounded, 
@([t, co) x B(c)) is point-absorbing, too, and, by virtue of (h), relatively 
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compact in X for every t E (0, co). In particular, @ is point-dissipative in 
the sense of [6, p. 381. 
Combined with the smoothness results in (h), this implies the existence 
of a global attractor K by [6, Theorem 3.4.81. With similar reasoning as in 
(i), we find Kc B(c), and it follows that K is indeed the u-limit set of B(c) 
and therefore connected (cf. [6, Lemma 3.1.11). 
Finally it is obvious that K attracts every L”-bounded set B c X, as it 
does attract the X-bounded set @( { 1) x B). 
3. FURTHER RESULTS 
(a) Stationary Solutions. In the situation of Part (j) in the proof of our 
Theorem, [6, Theorem 3.4.81 not only provides the existence of a global 
attractor for the semiflow @, but also the existence of an equilibrium point, 
i.e., a classical nonnegative stationary solution of (0.1). 
However, we can prove a much stronger result which generalizes 
[9, Theorem 1.23. 
Assuming (H,t(H,), consider a parametrized version (0.~) of the system 
(0.1 ), where the source terms Rj (representing the incoming solar radiation) 
in the definition (1.1)/(1.2) of fj have been replaced by pRj with p a 
nonnegative parameter (the solar irradiation constant). 
For arbitrary p E R, , all (classical) stationary solutions of (0.~) are 
nonnegative; for ,u = 0, there is exactly one such solution, namely u = 0. 
Now let S denote the set of all pairs (,u, U) with p E R + and 
UE C2(A4, RI) a stationary solution of (0.~). Applying [6, Theorem 3.4.81 
to the semiflow Qfi associated with (0.~) would imply p,(S) = [w + . In 
terms of climate modeling: For every value ,U E R + of the solar constant, 
the terrestrial climate system admits at least one equilibrium state. 
But in fact, there is even a connected branch of equilibria (p, U) in R + x 
W2,J’(M, R3) which covers the parameter space R, : If C, denotes the 
connected component of (0,O) in S, considered as a metric subspace of 
R, x W’sJ’(M, R3) for anypE(1, co), thenpr,(C,)=R+. 
This is proved essentially along the same lines as [9, Theorem 1.21. Note 
that the stationary form of (0.~) is equivalent to a quasilinear operator 
equation in X’, 
4u)u = f-p(u), (3.1) 
where we are using the notation introduced in Section 2 with the obvious 
modification concerning the right hand side. 
It is not difficult to construct a continuous function o: Xq + (0, co) 
such that the spectrum of (the complexification of) A(u) + O(U) Id,0 is 
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contained in (1. E @ 1 Re(i) > O> for all u E X”. But then, the solutions of 
(3.1) are the fixed points of G( p, . ), where G: [w + x X0 -+ X0 is defined by 
G(p, u) := (A(u) + w(u) Zd,o) ’ (F,,(u) + 04~)~) 
for pElR+, u E X0; G is easily seen to be completely continuous. 
The rest of the argument, culminating in an application of [ 13, 
Theorem 3.51, parallels [9, Sect. 41. 
(b) Periodic Forcing. Another interesting modification of the system 
(0.1) arises when the source terms R, of Hypothesis (HZ) are assumed to 
depend periodically on time t: 
R, , R, E C ‘( iw x M x rW3) are nonnegative and bounded, 
and there is a positive constant T such that Ri(t + t, 
x, yl, yr, y3)=R,(t,x, yl, ,vz, y3) for all teR, XEM, 
(.v,,yr,y3)~R3, andje{l,2}. 0%) 
The main incentive to study this kind of periodic forcing is a need to 
gain some insight into the response of the (seasonally averaged) climate 
system to (slow) periodic oscillations in the incoming solar radiation flux. 
Milankovitch’s theory of ice-ages [4], e.g., relates glacials and interglacials 
to periodic variations of the earth’s orbit (eccentricity, obliquity, location 
of the perihelion). For further discussion, the reader is referred to [7], 
where the existence (and some properties) of a periodic solution have been 
established for a much simpler periodically forced energy balance climate 
model. 
In the present setting, existence of a periodic solution can be concluded 
from Schauder’s fixed point theorem. 
It is readily checked that, under Hypothesis (R,), an analogue of the 
Lemma in Section 1 holds true with bounds and constants independent 
of t; this provides us again with a family of invariant regions (cf. 
Section 2(e)). 
Since Amann’s results [ 1, 21 and the estimates in [ 123 apply to the non- 
autonomous case as well, the proof of global existence (for nonnegative 
initial data) and compactness properties carries over without major 
changes. 
Consequently, the Poincare operator associated with the periodically 
forced version of (0.1) is continuous in the phase space X, and it maps the 
order interval B(c) (as constructed in Section 2(i)) into a compact subset 
of itself. 
Thus, Schauder’s theorem yields the desired result, i.e., the existence of 
a periodic solution. 
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